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Key takeaways: 

 We expect newsflow on the coronavirus front to continue to affect risk sentiment in the near term and remain a 

potential source of market volatility. However, similar to the SARS episode, signs of peak media attention and 

case growth rate could potentially indicate buying opportunities

 There is still room for Asian central banks to provide monetary policy support, especially since inflation in most 

parts of the region is still benign. We are also seeing growth drivers in the region amidst fiscal flexibility and 

economic reforms to boost growth 

 Asian fixed income markets have remained resilient amid expectations for further supportive policies and 

stimulus measures in China. Our Asian fixed income strategies continue to perform well in both absolute and 

relative terms

 The expectation for the low-for-longer scenario has only become stronger after the recent market volatility. This 

should keep Asian credit and Asian fixed income in general well supported given these bonds’ more attractive 

yields than most other credit markets 

 Within Asian equities, our portfolio allocations have not changed dramatically. Instead we are making use of the 

opportunity to add into companies with sound business models whose stocks have fallen to reasonable 

valuation levels

 Although the overall impact is likely to be temporary, implications to different sectors will differ and the outbreak 

may lead to changes in the competitive landscape in new economy sectors in China. We are closely monitoring 

the situation and assessing the impact to individual sectors/companies
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Virus watch – impact & implications

 The outbreak and spread of the coronavirus has triggered a wave of risk-off sentiment and led to the market volatility in 

recent weeks. However the sell-off in regional assets was relatively short-lived and offset by a partial rebound after the 

initial kneejerk reaction, as the number of new cases started showing signs of slowing

 Comparisons with the 2003 SARS outbreak in the region have been inevitable. Based on the SARS experience, the 

coronavirus outbreak is likely to have a transitory but significant impact on China’s near-term economic activities, especially 

as the fear factor could restrict people’s mobility further and continue to hurt tourism, consumer spending and services

 There are important differences between the situation 17 years ago vis-à-vis now. Notably, the recent virus outbreak comes 

at a time when China’s growth rate, while improving, is still low by historical standards. China’s share of global GDP is more 

than double that at the time of SARS in 2003. More widely, global growth, while having stabilised since mid-2019, is still 

relatively subdued, meaning it is vulnerable to shocks

 It remains difficult, if not impossible, to quantify the potential economic impact as the situation is still evolving with over 

45,000 confirmed infections and more than 1,110 deaths (according to the latest reports). More stringent containment 

measures, including travel restrictions (in and outside China) and lockdown policy (including temporary factory closures and 

transportation & logistics disruptions) could cause short-term demand- and supply-side shocks. The macro impact will 

depend on the severity and duration of the coronavirus episode, and on when production and transportation activities can 

return to normal

 Revisions to China growth forecasts currently range between 1-2pp off Q1 growth. However, assumptions of a sharp 

rebound mean that annual 2020 growth forecasts are only 0.2-0.6pp lower. It should be noted that forecasters seem to be 

assuming the initial hit to Q1 growth would be comparable to SARS. This may prove to be too optimistic with factors such 

as the US China trade dispute, structurally high levels of debt and excess domestic capacity also weighing on the Chinese 

economy’s ability to grow at a faster pace

 There is still room for Asian central banks to provide monetary policy support, especially since headline and core inflation in 

most parts of the region are still benign. We are also seeing growth drivers in the region amidst fiscal flexibility and 

economic reforms to boost growth, which should help strengthen Asian issuers’ debt repayment capabilities and provide 

support to corporate earnings 

 Overall, we expect the newsflow on the coronavirus front to continue to affect risk sentiment in the near term and remain a 

potential source of market volatility. However, the broader market backdrop is unlikely to change significantly, especially if 

the outbreak proves to be only a cyclical impediment

 During the SARS outbreak, markets were under pressure as media attention on the episode grew. The trough in the market 

coincided with a peak number of news stories and the period just before new cases started to decline. A similar dynamic is 

perhaps likely this time around with signs of peak media attention and case growth rate indicating a buying opportunity
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Asia ex Japan equities 

Asia equities

 MSCI Asia ex Japan equities started the year with upward momentum and reached a peak on 17 January, after having 

gained 3.7% MTD.  Worries about the coronavirus outbreak then set in and reversed the market’s upward trend, bringing 

the index to a 2020 low on 3 February, down 8.3% from the peak of 17 January. We then witnessed a substantial rebound 

the week after.  As of 11 February, the market has recovered 4.5% from its 3 February low, bringing the market to roughly 

where it started the year, with a YTD performance of -0.6%

 Although the uncertainty associated with 2020 growth is still significant, we believe that policy support in China could 

potentially prop up investment growth to offset the impact from weakening consumption 

 Our portfolios have been impacted by worries around the virus outbreak. One of the biggest detractors has been our 

exposure to the consumer discretionary space, as tourism activity and shopping patterns are negatively impacted 

 We have slightly reduced our exposure to consumer discretionary and added more on consumer staples, financials and 

healthcare. However our portfolio allocations have not changed dramatically – while the latest outbreak is affecting global 

demand and sentiment, the impact should be temporary, and companies with solid fundamentals should ultimately prevail

 Instead, we are making use of the opportunity to add into companies with sound business models whose stocks have fallen 

to reasonable valuation levels. For example, we have added a Chinese healthcare company to our portfolio as its valuation 

has come down, even though it has strong clinical capabilities to drive drug approval and growth in China

Chinese Equities

 MSCI China rallied 5% in the week ended 8 February, following the 4.6% decline in the previous week. CSI 300 Index 

corrected 7.9% on the first trading day (3 February) of the Year of the Rat after an extended CNY break, but the onshore 

market has rebounded 5.3% since then, ending the week 2.6% lower

 Similar to SARS, the coronavirus outbreak has led to a short-term blip in market sentiment and earnings expectations. 

However, the market should see a recovery when the situation normalises and investors go back to focusing on company 

fundamentals and earnings outlook, which will again be the main drivers of share prices

 What’s different from the SARS experience -

• The epidemic related market sell-off lasted 1.5 months during SARS, as compared with a week-long sell-off in offshore 

Chinese equites and two days for China A-shares, following which the market rebounded strongly in the week after CNY

• The economic impact this time is potentially much bigger than SARS; a large part of China was in lock-down mode for 

two weeks, and may likely remain in a semi-lock-down mode for a few more weeks

• Consumption is now over 50% of China’s GDP but e-commerce could offset some of the impact this time around

 Although we think that the overall impact is likely to be temporary, implications to different sectors will differ. We also think 

that the outbreak may lead to changes in the competitive landscape in new economy sectors. We are closely monitoring the 

situation and assessing impact to individual sectors/companies

 Our investment approach remains focused on bottom-up stock selection rather than taking aggressive directional beta bets. 

We took some profit on the previous outperfomers (ie. sportswear, consumer services, and selective tech and healthcare 

names). We also switched into some better value opportunities (telco, selective tech and healthcare names, Macau, HK 

property, solar and property management)

 Our China and HK strategies have remained relatively steady through the sell-off and subsequent rebound in recent weeks
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Asian fixed income

Asia credit / China credit

 Asia credit spreads initially widened by 10-50bp for investment grade and high yield respectively towards the end of 

January and had wiped out almost half of the gains incurred in the first three weeks in January. As we moved into February, 

we saw a big wave of buying flows which eventually took the market back close to levels before the outbreak of the 

coronavirus 

 While the uncertain situation as well as growing concerns over the potential economic impact have caused Asia credit 

spreads to widen, lower US treasury yields have kept the Asia credit market relatively resilient  

 Another positive factor for Asia credit is the favourable supply backdrop. Net issuance supply is expected to drop 

significantly this year on the back of lower funding need in a slower growth environment, cheaper funding costs in onshore 

China as well as tighter scrutiny by Chinese regulators on offshore bond issuance. The drop in overall supply coupled with 

the growing demand for yield should provide a strong technical backdrop for Asia credit

 We have turned more cautious on our positioning in our Asia credit strategy. We maintain our overweight in duration, 

expecting US treasury yields to remain at low levels until the coronavirus can be contained. At the same time, we have 

raised exposure to long-dated investment grade bonds, partly for duration extension and partly reflective of our preference 

for better quality issuers in the current market environment. Carry is expected to remain a key focus for the market. 

Meanwhile, risk aversion should also lead to bipolarization of sector performance. As the current situation continues to 

develop, the more defensive and non cyclical sectors are expected to perform well while the cyclical sectors may 

underperform. The damage from the epidemic is expected to hurt some sectors more than the others; for instance, 

emerging market commodity exporters may be hurt more at the onset. Similarly, the logistical transportation and offline 

consumption sectors such as hotel, restaurant, entertainment and travel may also be negatively impacted whilst e-

commerce and healthcare service could outperform

 The expectation for the low-for-longer scenario has only become stronger after the recent market volatility. This should keep 

Asian credit and Asian fixed income in general well supported given these bonds’ more attractive yields when compared 

with most other credit markets 

China bonds

 RMB bond strategies should continue be supported by the PBOC’s monetary policy. In addition to the 50bps blanket RRR 

cut in early January, the PBOC in February not only trimmed 7-day and 14-day reverse repo rates by 10bps each, but also 

issued loans at preferential rates via rediscounting program, providing a total of almost RMB2 trillion in liquidity to the 

economy. At the same time, the government also asked financial institutions to not call back loans, encourage them to lend 

to smaller businesses and relaxed rules on asset management products

 Given China’s high leverage level and structural growth moderation, we believe policy makers have today less ammunition 

to bail out everyone. In this scenario, bond defaults may pick up in 2020, but we expect only a gradual rise in smaller 

defaults and increased repayment stress in the SOE space and industrials names. Given that the Chinese government has 

reiterated its preference for stability in 2020, more forbearance is expected from China in the form of tax cut, fee waivers, 

social contribution reductions, employment reforms, special funding programs and bank loan extensions

 China’s high yield property market should remain largely stable. Major developers have already pre-funded a part of their 

2020 refinancing needs back in 2019, and funding pressure would likely be more relevant to smaller developers that have 

limited funding channels. Fundamentals overall are still intact, and we believe certain robust names could outperform on the 

back of improved cash collection and reduced land banking. For our strategies, most of the China developers we own are 

national, large players with diversified land banks and solid sales execution, avoiding city concentration risk in light of the 

outbreak 

Asian local currencies 

 We believe the economic fundamentals in Asia are in better shape today to absorb the shock, as we see more solid 

external profiles and increased capital flows to the region. The coronavirus outbreak could hinder consumption and oil 

demand which could drive inflation lower, thereby benefiting oil importing nations via their current accounts such as India. 

The impact on tourism could be more of a short-term impact for markets such as Thailand. Central banks from China, 

Thailand, Malaysia and Philippines have taken pre-emptive steps and cut interest rates to cushion the growth risks from the 

coronavirus, driving resilient bond returns in the region in the near term

 We are currently long USD against CNY, SGD and THB (having recently taken profit on our off-benchmark underweight 

AUD position), which we believe could weaken in light of slower trade, production and outbound tourism from China. We 

are also overweight the IDR and see good value driven by positive portfolio flows and FDI amid ongoing structural reforms 

and a gradually appreciating currency. We are also long KRW as we believe South Korea could recover faster relative to 

China, should the situation stabilize, which was a scenario even pre the coronavirus 

 As for the domestic Indian bond market, recent returns have mostly been driven by domestic factors rather than the 

coronavirus outbreak, proving the asset class a diversifier against external shocks. India also has negligible goods and 

services exports to China. With few linkages to production and imports from China, we expect relatively muted impact on 

input costs
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China’s growing weight in the global economy Services sector which is more vulnerable to virus 

impact now accounts for larger share of economy

Appendix – Charts in focus 

Note: * 7-day reverse repo rates for China; ** FasBI rate for Indonesia; *** 2004 level for policy rates used for Malaysia due to the change of policy rate; # There 

was a one-off 100bp cut to the policy rate in 2016 due to the implementation of the new policy rate corridor. Source: CEIC, Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset 

Management, Citi Research, January 2020. 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, Macrobond, February 2020. 
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